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Truly
Truly, there is nothing wrong with us as a people. To say that there is something wrong
with us is to say that there is something truly wrong with God. Anyone who knows God
knows that God does not make mistakes.
Is there anyone who truly does not know God? If there is, then we do not know who we
truly are. Truly, God does not make mistakes unless one considers her or himself to be a
mistake. If anyone truly believes that God does not exist, then truly none of us exist
because without each other we are nothing. Are we all just an illusion, a big mistake, and
freaks of nature with no spiritual connection or heartfelt affection?
Does this mean that the navel that we all have in the center of our bellies is an illusion as
well? Do you truly believe we do not feel what others feel when they are truly happy or
have suffered a loss? Do you truly believe we are aimlessly moving through time and
space with no direction or any connection to a spiritual resurrection? Maybe I do not
truly exist and these words that I am writing do not stir anyone's emotions or any kind
of spiritual devotion.
If God does do not exist, then who is guiding my hand? Who is making sure that our
hearts beat 24/7? Who lifts us up when we fall down? Who do we call on when we are in
trouble or when we are in the midst of sexual bliss?
Truly the evidence speaks volumes, for without God there could be no bliss, we would
not exist, and we could not resist the temptation to clench our fists when we are pissed.
Although many persist, they run the risk of creating enormous scorn with the belief that
God does not exist.
By our own admission during times of passion, horror, tragedy, and pain, we
instinctively and desperately call out His name and often in vain, what a shame. But the
fact remains; God is a part of every fiber of our heart in spirit and deed. He truly
satisfies our every need, even when we chose not to believe.
Truly, there is nothing wrong with us because there is nothing wrong with God. We just
all need to follow the leader by realigning our mind with our spiritual design and we just
may find in time that God is the Divine that strives to keep us in line. Truly – it is time.
Truly yours,
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